WESTERNS
BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

Biscuits and Gravy by William W. Johnstone and J.A. Johnstone
Centennial by James A. Michener
Dragon Teeth by Michael Crichton
El Paso by Winston Groom
Hondo by Louis L’Amour
Last of the Breed by Louis L’Amour
The Log of a Cowboy: a Narrative of the Old Trail Days by Andy Adams
Lonesome Dove by Larry McMurtry
Many a River by Elmer Kelton
Monument Rock by Louis L’Amour
No Country for Old Men by Cormac McCarthy
Outlawed by Anna North
The Ox-Bow Incident by Walter Van Tilburg Clark
The Revenant by Michael Punke
Riders of the Purple Sage by Zane Grey
Sackett’s Land by Louis L’Amour
Shane by Jack Schaefer
The Shootist by Glendon Swarthout
The Son by Philipp Meyer
True Grit by Charles Portis
The Untamed West by Zane Grey
The Virginian by Owen Wister
Western Stories: a Chronological Anthology edited by Jon Tuska
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